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Abstract 

The 1755 Lisbon earthquake was a cultural revolution that 
established an intimate relationship between data and nature. 
This panel examines how data has been increasingly perceived 
as an analogue of nature, capable of figuring its shape. The 
panel converges on this conflation by examining the politics 
and aesthetics of prediction, arguing that both data and nature 
are variable. Although, data cannot be used to make precise 
predictions—such is the nature of nature, which precludes such 
figuring—data is one currency through which we might predict 
environments. Yet, if data is not nature expressed 
systematically, then what is data? Data both makes sense and 
generates sense by conjuring patterns in amassed signals; 
prediction then is a way of guessing where the next point will 
fall in an identified pattern.   
 
The panel presents four case studies that (re)frame this 
relationship of data natures. The individual position papers 
locate scenarios in the internet of things, radiation ecologies, 
interactions with waste, and the collection of weather data by 
citizen science in order to explore the aesthetics of data and 
nature based on instability and variability. In these events, data 
and nature are shown to be transformative and forever 
unpredictable. 

Data and Nature 

 
 
Fig 1. Lisbon, Portugal, during the great earthquake of 1 
November 1755. 1755. Artist unknown, copper engraving, 
Original in: Museu da Cidade, Lisbon. Source: wikimedia 
commons. 
 
In 1755 the Lisbon earthquake shifted European 
understandings about human relationships with nature 
forever. The magnitude and location of the event meant 

that this “natural event” had massive and ongoing 
political and social impacts. Voltaire composed poems 
and rewrote his story of Candide to feature the quake, 
others argued that this geological event marked the start 
of the philosophical age known as the European 
Enlightenment. But perhaps more than anything it was 
the unpredictability of the quake that brought together 
data and nature. In the image above we watch safely 
from our spot above the Tejo river; we witness the future 
being made, as citizens of the city take to the waters, 
only to be swamped by tsunami after tsunami. As the 
water was sucked out of the port area the seabed was 
revealed to contain layer upon layer of rubbish, long 
forgotten shipwrecks, and the waste remains of a large 
bustling city. Standing in awe citizens could only watch 
as their city was engulfed by both water and fire, 
buildings that until this moment had housed the known 
and predictable word of God were suddenly rendered 
fallible, and the colonial dreams of the nation were put 
on hold. People, things and environment become joined 
in a single moment where naturalistic thought became 
the site for new forms of data. 

Earthquakes were moral long before they were 
natural, and in shift towards a natural politics of the 
seismic, data and nature became inextricably linked. 
Many new methods for mapping the natural resulted and 
a new sense of scale emerged. Lisbon was a cultural 
revolution, but more than this the event resulted in new 
things. This etching functions as a material record of 
disaster at the same time as being a map of a future city. 
New models of predictability were constructed that were 
intimately joined to risk. The problem became one of 
sensing data as much as sensing nature. What were the 
citizens to do with the revelations of decades of rubbish 
strewn across the ocean floor? What to do with the new 
rubble of fallen buildings? What new forms of 
technology and communication could emerge? The 
reason we know so much about the quake today is also 
because of the ability of the Church to organise and 
survey. Data was gathered in the immediate aftermath of 
the quake that relied on the global distribution of the 
clergy, for example, reports from Brazil indicated that 
clerics there experienced the impacts of the tsunami. 

The deep connection between the predictability of 
data and nature meant that Lisbon was also the birthplace 
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of a concept of risk and insurance. How could 
individuals protect themselves from the unpredictable? 
How might the individual engage with loss? In Natural 
Disaster Insurance schemes, data serves as a risk 
management calculation to predict the probability of 
insurance claim in ratios and percentages.  
 Two hundred and fifty years have passed and the 
relationship between data and nature have changed. We 
now have new forms of data: big data, mass inventory 
data, damage ratio, risk management and computerised 
procedure for loss estimation. We also have new 
technologies built on the exploitation of nature in order 
to map and record and gather and document, and analysis 
and create data. As Ursula Heise writes, “The distinction 
between systemic and cumulative risks not only raises 
the question what purchase local experience has on 
global ecological systems but also how such a distinction 
relates to social networks based on risk.” [1] Our 
awareness of nature is now intimately tied to a citizen’s 
assessment of risk based on interpretations or 
understandings of what risk might be. 
 

Variability and Unpredictability 
In 1989, the US Department of Defense launched the 
first of its twenty-four military satellites that would later 
form the Global Positioning System. These networks of 
timed signals bouncing on and off the earth ostensibly 
fix time and place. Except, in fact, they don’t. Laura 
Kurgan writes, “GPS ... unhinges our sense of stable and 
fixed location: ‘so accurate had the system become that 
even fixed parts of the earth’s landmass revealed 
themselves to be in motion, an unending shuffle of 
continents drifting over the surface of the planet on 
backs of tectonic plates.’” [2] Or as Shaun Lewin puts it 
when referring to contemporary cartography, “What was 
originally an attempt to find a continuous constant 
transcendental means of referencing the surface of the 
planet was completely falsified by the nature of the 
planet itself.” [3] An unstable map emerges from 
variable data. If the planet itself is always shifting, the 
prediction of mean data becomes as challenging as 
finding a safe harbour to anchor during a storm. 
Therefore, a map—a particular formulation of data and 
nature—is always an approximation, or rather, it is an 
unstable medium to both figure and predict knowledge. 
Cartography collects data off a surface, shifting our 
attentions away from the ground and instead focuses our 
attention across a satellite network of off-world data 
capture devices.  

Sean Cubitt writes, “Rather than the world, it is data 
which is taken as given, so that, viewed from within the 
system, the place of the unposited is taken by what is 
always already posited as given, in a form conformable 
to the system’s requirements.” [4] This panel contends 
that data can never be treated as a given. If bringing 
together data and nature is not a process of fixing but an 
event in which instability and variability become core 
tools, then, “the world we know is not 
pregiven…knowledge appears more and more as built 

from small domains, that is microworlds and 
mircoidentities.” [5]  

Data is an aesthetic index of the ordered, the possible, 
and the believable. As in a chain of translations, it 
invokes higher algorithmic or transductional orders, and 
evokes lower orders touching on the material, it 
simultaneously melts and solidifies, calls into existence 
and obfuscates, potentiates and renders into standing 
reserve. Humans have faith in data, so much so that 
dramatic and irreversible change can be aestheticised 
away through a few simple keystrokes. As we turn away 
from the undesirable and the unpleasant we recalibrate 
our tools and wonder at the beauty of our data maps. If 
data is the result of a functioning algorithm, or as 
Matthew Fuller puts it “Imitate. Replicate. Terminate. 
Optimally,”[6] then it is clear that data is not raw matter, 
but rather the sum of matter, amalgamated with logic and 
control. What if it was not possible to always have 
control? What if in fact we were trying to control the 
leftovers, the excess, the matter that could not be 
mapped?   

Nature, like data, is often presumed to be a given 
but it too can only be understood through observation of 
the variability of microworlds and microidentities (that 
is: framed systems, or what Bruno Latour and Karan 
Barad call “black boxes”). We live in a time when the 
climate is no longer simply the datalog of weather, and 
when a climate of fear (of loss, of risk management) can 
pervade previously stable environments. Added to this is 
a mode of anticipation that must contend with both 
proliferation (of technologies for measurement, audit and 
classification) and disappearance (of species, of 
individuals, of things). Artists have responded to major 
catastrophe in sites where even the air is haunted. The 
construction of maps, anticipatory objects, affective 
installations, and participatory design anticipates new 
connectivities. These human-machine ecologies are a 
new nature that creates both familiar and strange spaces 
for experimentation.  

The panel presents four case studies of how an 
aesthetics of data and nature based on unpredictability 
can offer a (re)framing of this relationship. Each scenario 
presents an individual example, event, theory, approach 
or experiment in which the relationship of data and 
nature are shown to be transformative. They ask: 

• What is the nature of data? 
• What is the nature of the methods used to 

interpret data?  
• How is data instrumentalised and when does the 

interpretation of data becomes performative? 
• What kind of politics result from this 

instrumentality? 
• What other frameworks can be used when 

interpreting or mediating data? 
• What kind of results do these investigations 

present? 
• How does instability contribute to knowledge? 
• How does data transgress? 
• How do we navigate with absence, constant and 

sudden change?  
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In examining the ways that it is possible to predict 
data futures through variables, the panel shows how 
critical aesthetic frameworks can challenge both the 
instrumentality of data, and the dominant narratives 
posed by institutionalised data interpretation. The panel 
begins from the four case studies that each locate an 
individual example in which the relationship of data and 
nature are shown to be both unpredictable and 
transformative. 
 

 
 
Fig 2. Crystal Palace: The Great Exhibition of the Works of 
Industry of all Nuclear Nations, 2013, Ken and Julia Yonitani, 
Uranium glass, antique chandelier frames and electrical 
components, UV lights, Dimensions: variable (31 pieces), 
Reproduced with permission of the artists. 

Susan Ballard: The Radioactive Ecologies of 
Ken and Julia Yonitani 

Any discussion of nature is inextricably linked to the 
data politics of environmental catastrophe. After the 
2011 Tōhoku Earthquake and tsunami it seemed that no 
amount of data or statistics could ever encapsulate the 
true ecological impact of the most powerful earthquake 
to hit Japan in recorded history. Thinking about art in 
this context offers an imaginative and real space in 
which people can process the horror of abrupt disasters 
such as this. An understanding of the aesthetic energies 
of nature and their entanglement with the scalar forces of 
nature is the stepping off point for Japanese-Australian 
artists Ken and Julia Yonitani. Using uranium glass to 
construct Crystal Palace: The Great Exhibition of the 
Works of Industry of all Nuclear Nations (2013) Ken and 
Julia Yonitani use a granular scale to map the 
correlations between potential and actual disaster. Under 
UV lights thirty one glowing chandeliers represent the 
thirty one nuclear nations of the world; the size of each 
corresponding to the number of operating nuclear plants 
in that nation. Some of the glass used in the chandeliers 
is recycled antique glass produced with natural uranium. 
Others are made from contemporary uranium glass, 
produced with depleted uranium, a byproduct of the 
uranium enrichment process, needed to produce uranium 
reactive enough to use in nuclear power and nuclear 
weapons. Considerations of scale and causal relations 
contribute to the question of what makes a difference 
amidst the atomic fallout. Natural disasters are never 
isolated events, they form equivalences that create social, 

cultural and technological catastrophes. [7] As disaster 
mutates, the path from human nuclear energies to 
inhuman equivalence starts to glow amidst the flows of 
nature. This case study suggests that we construct a 
molecular tracery that journeys from artist responses to 
the ongoing Fukushima disaster towards the realities of 
climate extinction. In the retelling of the relationships 
between data and nature, and as countries consider the 
radioactive ecologies of nuclear energies, the case study 
suggests we enter a new data politics of nature.  
 

 
 
Fig 3. The Illustrated Almanac (March), 2012-4, Jo Law, off-
set lithographic print (editions of 25). Courtesy of the artist. 

Jo Law: The Study of Things in the Air 
Meteoros are things in the air like clouds, fog, mists, 
rain, snow, thunderstorms, rainbows, air pressure, 
humidity, and wind directions. The study of these things 
also looks to elements from beneath and phenomena 
from beyond. The interactions between these things are 
continually changing and inherently unpredictable. 
Weather forecasting practises an aesthetics of prediction 
that combines measurements of these things in the past 
(such as climate averages) with data readings of the 
present (such as synoptic charts) to present a future 
scenario of the highest probability: 7-day forecast, 
seasonal outlook, and long-range prediction. In this way, 
climatic and meteorological sciences are able to move 
forward in time; proposing climatic models by reaching 
back in time (analysing ice-core samples). The 
motivation to figure the oikeoumene—a nature inhabited 
by humans, non-humans, living, and nonliving things – 
is to provide a predictable environment. Today, this 
modelling is derived from quantifiable data gathered 
through precision instruments. In the past, inductive 
predictions were based on an entirely different set of 
data: observations (red skies at sunset) and sensing 
(onset of rheumatism), encoded into lores and 
cultures.     

The Illustrated Almanac of the Illawarra and Beyond 
(2011- ) works with such an aesthetic framework, akin to 
chorography: “an art as much as a science [...that] 
combined mapping, landscape art and literary 
description.”[8] The project uses the ancient Chinese 
Almanac to map the southeastern coast of Australia over 
one calendar year. The resultant series of temporal maps 
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formed from the interaction between this narrative 
framing and an eclectic collection of data: weather 
statistics, meteorological records, tidal predictions, 
astronomical observations, migratory species sightings, 
seasonal harvests, and anthropogenic rituals. 
Overlapping with citizen science, this project combines 
quantifiable data with narrative data to suggest how a 
different set of selection criteria can transform our 
dialogue with the changing oikeoumene.  
 

 
 
Fig 4. The Illustrated Almanac (May) – detail, 2012-4, Jo Law, 
off-set lithographic print (editions of 25). Courtesy of the artist. 

Teodor Mitew: Object Hierophanies and the 
Mode of Anticipation 

The Internet of Things (IoT) involves physical objects 
monitoring their immediate environments through a 
variety of sensors, transmitting the acquired data to 
remote networks, and initiating actions based on 
embedded algorithms and feedback loops. The data in 
these loops makes its journey to an obfuscated 
proprietary taxonomy of corporate server farms and 
returns to the situated object as a transcendental 
revealation of an opaque order impenetrable to human 
interlocutors. [9] This case study argues that in effect the 
nature of an IoT enabled object appears as the receptacle 
of an exterior force that differentiates it from its milieu 
and gives it meaning and value in unpredictable ways. 
IoT enabled objects such as the aptly named Amazon 
Echo acquire their value, and in so doing 
become real for their interlocutors, only insofar as they 
participate in one way or another in remote data realities 
transcending the locale of the object. Insofar as the data 
gleaned by such devices has predictive potential when 
viewed in aggregate, the enactment of this potential in a 
local setting is always already a singular act of 
manifestation of a transcendental data nature. 

In his work on non-modern notions of sacred space 
philosopher of religion Mircea Eliade conceptualized this 
act of manifestation of another modality of being into a 
local setting as a hierophany. [10] Hierophanies are not 
continuous, but wholly singular acts of presence by a 
different modality. By manifesting that modality, which 
Eliade termed as the sacred, an object becomes the 
receptacle for a transcendental presence, yet 
simultaneously continues to remain inextricably 

entangled in its surrounding milieu. Spaces punctured by 
hierophanies are not homogenous, but are experienced as 
a heterogeneous array of interruptions, crevices, liminal 
breaks, folds, and pauses of enchantment. In other words, 
the manifestation of a hierophanic presence reconstitutes 
heretofore homogeneous spaces. There is a strange 
attraction between non-modern imaginaries 
of hierophany as a gateway to the sacred, and IoT 
enabled objects transducing loci into liminal and opaque 
data taxonomies looping back as a black-boxed echo. 
The case study proposes that when viewed in aggregate, 
such hierophany-punctured spaces seem to resonate in 
a mode of anticipation of human and non-human agency 
in the form of a new data aesthetics. 
 

 
 

Fig 5. The Modern Midden (publicity flyer), 2015, Jo Stirling, 
printed graphic. Courtesy of the artist. 

Jo Stirling: The Modern Midden 
The Modern Midden, a small part of the big story of 
waste (2015) is an immersive visual data story that 
engages with waste generation and disposal in Australia. 
The project questions a reliance on landfill as a final 
destination for waste disposal and this being the 
predominant and relied upon solution. Central to the 
project is the recording and instigation of participatory 
experiences that build upon existing data to establish 
new evidence in order to question our relationships with 
waste. This paper discusses how data visualisation can 
be a strategy for exploring pathways of collective change 
through information design by making visible the data 
evidence of waste generation in new ways. Participants 
are asked to collect, sort, and categorise refuse produced 
by households over a set duration. By making the data 
evidence of “waste” visible and physical as the by-
product of wasteful systems and behaviours, we can 
share and witness the new nature of our own creation: “a 
world of objects without depth that leave no trace in our 
memories, but leave a growing mountain of refuse.” [11] 
This case study asks: What happens when data, materials 
and actions become a collective and shared experience? 
How do these new layered stories become important to 
nature? How do data and nature converge through these 
collective and shared processes? 
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Fig 6. The Modern Midden (installation shot), 2015, Jo Stirling, 
installation. Courtesy of the artist. 

Conclusion 
The perception of data as an analogue of nature gestures 
towards precision in predictions, yet, both data and 
nature are dynamic systems for understanding, mapping 
and organising the world. Tectonic plate movement is a 
result of conventional currents of magma under the 
earth’s crust, and as a dynamic system, predictions of 
future movements can only be calculated as probabilities, 
never with certainty. We can map tectonic plate 
movements, and understand the scaled relationship 
between the planet’s liquid mantel and the movement of 
the crust; the mechanisms of these events can be shown, 
their impacts tracked, their directions predicted, but 
never the precise place or time when the pressure is 
released. We can predict aftershocks will occur after an 
earthquake, but never the initial quake. We can predict 
the likely arrival of El Niño but not always its effects. 
When shown as physical evidence, data has the capacity 
to embed into social practice. When senses transform 
into signals, routed by pre-programmed algorithms, sent 
and retrieved by inanimate objects, data generates new 
layers of instability. At this moment, new kinds of 
nonliving nature can suddenly talk back. The use of data 
to map nature, and thereby predict transformation, 
assures us that the risks brought about by human 
challenges to the very processes central to the  
functioning of the earth system, can be calculated and 
insured against. 

As markers of cultural and sociological change, 
concepts of data and nature as well as the environmental 
transformations they figure, are an important contributor 
to the way in which we might understand the epoch of 
the Anthropocene. Human geographer Noel Castree 
recently wrote that it is very easy to believe the science 
of the Anthropocene, as science always turns us towards 
the believability of its data. [12] But what else do we 
have to go on? How does data map nature, and how do 
different natures respond to the impacts of data? For 
some this is a process of disaster management, and for 
others a transgressive gateway to the sacred. 

Whether sensory data, measured data, or processed 
data, data is always framed and selected through a set of 
predetermined criteria. These criteria reflect the sensing 
organism or mechanism rather than the nature or 
contexts the data correlates to. By examining the politics 
and aesthetics of prediction in the communication 

amongst an internet of things, the physical manifestation 
of radiation as a time stamped record of disaster, 
abstraction of waste as a marker of human presence, and 
citizen climate science’s creation of data to map a past in 
order to predict a future, this panel does not suggest that 
by making this correlate more transparent, the 
unpredictability, variability or instability inherent in data 
modelling will evaporate. Rather the panel argues that 
data is not an analogue of nature; it does not and cannot 
figure nature. We propose that by bringing together data 
and nature in an aesthetic process that is not fixed (such 
as through set algorithms) but is instead an event in 
which instability and variability become core tools, then 
the relationship between data and nature, and indeed, 
nature itself can be rethought.  
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